
 
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE     

 

THE CISNEROS FONTANALS ART FOUNDATION ANNOUNCES IMPULSE, REASON, SENSE, CONFLICT. 

ABSTRACT ART FROM THE ELLA FONTANALS-CISNEROS COLLECTIONS 

 

The exhibit will open on December 3
rd

 to coincide with Art Basel Miami Beach 2014 

 

Miami, October 2014 – Impulse, Reason, Sense, Conflict. Abstract Art from the Ella Fontanals-Cisneros 

collection will be on view from December 3, 2014 to March XX, 2015. The exhibition includes XXXX pieces by 

72 artists from different generations and latitudes, who share their interpretations and philosophies of 

abstraction. This exhibit will also be the first CIFO exhibit ever curated by the foundation itself.  

 

Impulse, Reason, Sense, Conflict. Abstract Art from the Ella Fontanals-Cisneros Collection explores 

Abstraction as an aesthetic category instead of as a movement or art trend.  Since its inception Abstraction 

has provided a series of models that remain paradigmatic and exemplary  in today’s art production. The 

exhibit is divided in five areas: Abstract Impulses dedicated to the rupture with mimetic representation and its 

concomitant representational crisis. Laboratory of Reason refers to the questioning of the nature, essence 

and even the existence of art implied in abstration.  Uncommon Senses relates to the integration and 

crossover of other art forms that required the use of multiple senses, both from its makers and art’s viewers. 

Spatial Conflicts touches on abstraction as a radical change in the conception of spatiality that substituted the 

Rennaisance perspectival notion of space. The last section Expanded Field deals with many artists’ 

experimentation with non-traditional media like photography, film, video  and installation.  (This group of 

works will only exist in a separate form in the catalogue). 

 

“Abstraction is one of the most pervasive ideas in contemporary art,”  explained Jesus Fuenmayor,  Executive 

Director of the Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation “hence the diversity of the artworks that are relate to it 

some way or another. Most of the pieces selected have never been in exhibition before at CIFO. We are very 

excited to showcase this great world-wide selection.” 

 

CIFO Art Space hours during Art Basel Miami Beach week are Wednesday through Sunday 9am through 4pm. 

Admission is free and open to the public.  

 

For more information on Impulse, Reason, Sense, Conflict. Abstract Art from the Ella Fontanals-Cisneros 

Collection and other activities pleae visit: www.cifo.org.  

 

# # # 

 

The Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation is a non-profit organization established in 2002 by Ella Fontanals-

Cisneros and her family to support artists who are exploring new directions in contemporary art. CIFO 

fosters cultural understanding and educational exchange through three primary initiatives: a Grants and 

Commissions Program for emerging and mid-career visual artists from Latin America; an exhibitions program 

showcasing work by Latin American artists and international contemporary art from the Ella Fontanals-

Cisneros Collection at the CIFO Art Space; and foundation-initiated support for other arts and culture 

projects.   

 

Media Contact:  

Maria Lanao        
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Levy Public Relations       

P: 305.764.3370  // M: 786.514.0301        

E:maria@levypublicrelations.com       

 

About the Impulse, Reason, Sense, Conflict. Abstract Art from the Ella Fontanals-Cisneros Collection 

 

Since its emergence in early twentieth century abstraction has become an aesthetic category more than an art 

movement. It has provided a series of models to diverse artists’ practices that remain paradigmatic and 

exemplary for the way in which we understand art production in modern and contemporary times. It has also 

radically changed the modes of distribution and reception as they were previously conceived in pre-modernist 

art. 

  

For this exhibition we would like to foreground the paradigmatic models provided by abstraction that continue 

to pervade in art production today. These models constitute the curatorial structure of this exhibition proposal 

and each corresponds to a set of works from the Ella Fontanals-Cisneros Collection that is linked to an 

enduring narrative of abstract art. The groupings in which our exhibition will be divided are Abstract Impulses, 

Laboratory of Reason, Uncommon Senses and Spatial Conflicts. Below you will find a detailed description of 

these groupings before the corresponding set of works images.   

  

In addition to these four groupings we will include a fifth chapter in our catalogue that is devoted to the use of 

different media that we will revise under the title “Expanded Field.” 

 

Abstract Impulses  

 

In what is already a well-known history, abstraction was related in its first phase with the rupture with 

mimetic representation and with the subsequence substitution of the represented object by the structural 

elements of painting itself (color, line, planes, etc.) The chapter dedicated to this almost century-long crisis in 

representation, will be referred to as Abstract Impulses. 

 

Artists: James Brown, Carla Chaim, José Gabriel Fernández, Liz Larner, Mario Garcia Torres, Theaster Gates, 

Arturo Herrera, Anna Maria Maiolino, Helio Oiticica, Gabriel Orozco, Liliana Porter, Eduardo Ramirez 

Villamizar, Karl Hugo Schmolz, Gunter Schroeder, Fred Tomaselli, Pae White  

 

 

Laboratory of Reason  

 

A second paradigmatic model for art production that came along with the insurgence of abstraction is the 

questioning of the nature and essence of art. Instead of asking “what is beauty?”- as was the case with classic 

or traditional art, artists expressing themselves according to an abstract approach criticized art’s very 

existence to the extreme of declaring it dead. The works in this chapter are gathered under the 

rubric Laboratory of Reason. 

 

Artists: Doug  Aitken, Natalia Castañeda, Lygia Clark, Dadamaino, Magdalena Fernández , Fernanda Fragateiro, 

Fernanda Gomes, William Kentridge, Donald Judd, Jac Leirner, Osvaldo Romberg, Gabriel  Sierra, Adan 

Vallecillos, Alfred Wenemoser 

 

Uncommon Senses  

 

Uncommon Senses is the heading for a third shift in art models. Here we will relate abstraction to modes of 

counter-visuality. With the introduction of many different materials and media as well as the integration and 

crossovers with other art forms such as theater, music, dance and literature, abstraction demanded an 

approach that required the use of multiple senses, both from its makers but also art’s viewers. 
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Artists: Francis Alÿs, Stanley Brouwn , Sergio Camargo, Willys De Castro, Danilo Dueñas, Leonardo Drew, Qin 

Feng , Gego, Alberto Greco , Jannis Kounellis, Sol Lewitt, Guido Llinas , Raul Martinez, Carlos Puche, Claudio 

Perna, Dorothea Rockburne, Carlos Rojas, Mira Schendel, Harald Schmitz-Schmelzer, Erwin Thorn, Richard 

Tuttle, Adrián Villar Rojas 

 

Spatial Conflicts  

 

Abstraction implies a radical change in the conception of spatiality. Against the classical illusory space of 

renaissance perspective, abstract art introduced in its place the flatness of modernist aesthetics, as well as 

time and movement to promote a real experience with art. In this final chapter we highlight a group of 

abstract art practices that we refer to as Spatial Conflicts.  

 

Artists: Miguel Amat, Ryan Brown, Carlos Bunga, Daniel Buren, Mario Carreño, Sandu Darié, Iran do, Espirito 

Santo, Eugenio Espinoza, Jaime Gili, Sara Grilo, Gunther Gerszo, Alfred Jensen, Sarah Morris, Alejandro Otero, 

Ana Sacerdote, Lolo Soldevilla, Jesús Soto, Eduardo Terrazas, Erwin Thorn 

 

Expanded Field  

 

With the advent of abstraction many artists started to experiment with non-traditional media like 

photography, film and collage. Since the second avant-gardes, those experiments have expanded to 

installation, video and digital art. Rosalind Krauss’ essay, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field” is a key reference 

in understanding the urgency for transgressing the limits of the media artists have used since the inception of 

modern and abstract art in particular. 

 

NOTE: This group of works will only exist in a separate form in the catalogue. In the exhibition space they will 

be presented within the other curatorial groupings. 

 

Artists: Doug Aitken, Miguel Amat, Ryan Brown, Natalia Castañeda, Sandu Darié, Iran do Espirito Santo, 

Fernanda Fragateiro, Mario Garcia Torres, Theaster Gates, Jannis Kounellis, Liz Larner, Liliana Porter, Gabriel 

Sierra, Alfred Wenemoser 

 

 

 

 


